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on.Day-night variations in mood, sleep, and weight
A study has identified what it calls a "latent daytime
mood-related effect" of low-intensity light exposure
(specifically LED lighting) that is independent of its
ability to cause acute circadian disruption. This was
the finding of a study which suggests that diurnal
changes in mood and behavior may be mediated by
a separate system from the circadian one. The
research, published in a recent issue of
Neurobiology of Sleep, was led by Professor Jon Cole
from the University of Cambridge's Department of
Psychiatry, and it involved a study of 12 healthy
young men. They all underwent one night of dark
exposure from 10pm to 8am, as well as one night of
full illumination from 1am to 10am. This was made
up of a natural-light baseline and then one night of
exposure to blue LED light. The results, which were
published in the journal Neuroscience, showed that
exposure to acute circadian disruption had no
significant influence on mood or sleep. In contrast,
the low-intensity light conditions led to greater
negative mood. "We found that both the first and
last block of illumination induced mood disruption
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that was not attributable to acute circadian phase
misalignment. The negative mood induction was
specific to diurnal lighting conditions. Both
manipulations did not interact to produce an
additive effect," commented Professor Cole. "Both
the diurnal light exposure conditions induced
greater negative mood than the dim light control."
Although the primary aim of the study was to
investigate the impact of "latent circadian
alignment" under diurnal conditions on mood, it
should be noted that insomnia prevalence increases
during late night hours, and an episode of insomnia
may have a negative influence on mood. This study
did not confirm whether the presence of any
insomnia symptoms had any influence on the
findings, and this should be investigated further in
future studies. More research is needed to fully
understand the impact of low-intensity light on
mood and behavior. However, the results may
prompt further research into the impact of light on
mood
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download crashes.Q: Copying a div over another div
I have two divs that I want to copy the content from
one into the other. However I have a parent div that
both these divs are nested inside. I've been trying
different things but I can't get the styles to copy

correctly. var div1 =
document.getElementById("div1"); var div2 =

document.getElementById("div2"); div1.innerHTML
= div2.innerHTML; Hello Hi I would expect to see

"Hello" from div1 copied over to div2 but what I get
is both divs rendered as "Hi". I'm assuming this is

because the styles aren't copying over correctly but
I've been trying different things for a few days. A:

You just need to change the following line: var div1
= document.getElementById("div1"); to var div1 =

document.getElementById("div1") See updated
fiddle: var div1 = document.getElementById("div1");

var div2 = document.getElementById("div2");
div1.innerHTML = div2.innerHTML; d0c515b9f4
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